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Abstract
In a software development environment where legacy software systems have been successfully deployed, there are tensions that deter the organization from moving towards software product line engineering (SPLE). An example is the effort required to develop a product line architecture versus time-to-market pressure or the lack of evidence to justify the benefits of SPL. In this report we discuss the tensions that exist in Océ Technologies. A reactive software reuse approach has not yielded the desired long-term benefits of reusability. A proactive approach requires knowledge exchange and coordination between software management and technical staff. We describe how such knowledge sharing can ease the tensions and facilitate a SPL migration process.


General Terms Management, Design, Economics.


1. Introduction
Many companies have successfully used techniques to implement software product line engineering (SPLE) to achieve large-scale software reuse. Although it is intuitive to recognize that SPL has many benefits, it is often difficult to estimate and justify its costs and benefits. There are a number of reasons for this. Firstly, the application of product line techniques requires staff to acquire knowledge in the new practice. Secondly, management may not be convinced of the benefits that SPL engineering could bring. Thirdly, it is difficult to estimate and justify the costs and benefits of applying SPL to a legacy system where some core assets already exist but their reusability effectiveness cannot be gauged.

In an industrial setting with serious time to market pressure it is often easier to scavenge the existing code base to develop a new product. This situation is more likely to happen in a technology-dominated environment where engineers take pride in developing new features, rather than following the masterplan as dictated by a product line architecture. It is exacerbated when agile development practices are used and meeting short-term delivery goals dominates the thinking of the engineers.

Under these circumstances, a tension is created between the proper, top-down, product line engineering approach that emphasizes reuse across products, and the bottom-up development of new products under market pressure [1, 2]. Naturally, a question is how to combine these two seemingly opposing forces to improve the effectiveness of producing software in an environment where software assets and practices already exist.

We conjecture that both development processes may co-exist and co-evolve. There may be situations where quick development of new products is what matters. There are also situations when systematic re-engineering of products towards a proper product line is beneficial. Gathering data on different performance indicators of both processes, and instituting a knowledge feedback loop in the organization can provide support to make decisions that balance between building SPL assets and building software that satisfies current requirements.

In this paper, we describe an SPL experience in Océ Technologies. We study the tensions in migrating to SPL. In this paper, we first report the experience of a SPL implementation (Section 2 and 3). We analyze the underlying tensions in the development process, the architecture planning process and the software development culture that deter SPL migration (Section 4). The theme of this paper is how various types of knowledge can be used to resolve the tensions and overcome the inertia to enable an incrementally move towards SPL (Section 5). We propose a knowledge sharing approach that allows both software management and technical staff to exchange knowledge to improve decision making in SPL implementation.

2. Background of the Industry Case
Océ Technologies produces high-end printers to serve the business markets for high-volume printing, wide-format printing and office printing. Printer software is one of the main components in a printer. The software renders images and controls the print engine. The company is in a highly competitive market place where providing new features to the market in a timely fashion is important to product success. For this reason, software development in Océ Technologies has adopted an agile development process with governance by the architectural and engineering councils.

In its software development organization, developers are grouped into teams of between three to eight people. A major product development would require a considerable number of software development teams, plus architects, integrators and testers. The software development cycle is short, an increment takes 8 weeks, with sprints of 2 weeks. Developers are highly motivated and knowledgeable. Documentation is minimal. The development culture can be described as innovative where the best people are assigned to the problems, and as such job rotation is common.

Over the last few years, Océ Technologies has refactored modules and interfaces several times to try to achieve software reusability amongst products. Even though the end-product was developed and deployed successfully, software developers had to
redesign and reprogram key features. Software reuse was achieved by scavenging design and code from a previous project, and adopting it to the new requirements by affixing new design and code. After a couple of such development iterations, the architectural design gets eroded and the software becomes sensitive to new design changes. In 2010, a team of designers and software developers used SPLE principles to redesign a major architectural component within the printer system.

The software component under consideration is a part of the printer controller. A printer controller manages all data that enters and leaves the print system. The controller offers different ways to handle jobs. Jobs can be printed immediately upon reception, or stored to allow them to be edited on the print system and then printed repeatedly at a later time. Keeping up with new demands and diversity is one of the major challenges in controller software development.

Océ's strategy is to support this increasing variety of printers and configurations with a single controller software code base. This paper reports the experience we had with the redesign of the architectural component we call the "Printer Controller Component" (PCC). PCC manages print jobs that are sent to the print system. This is an interesting component from an SPL point of view since, although many components technically are the same for each controller, the PCC has specific behavior per product. Hence it is a component where variation points can be expected to play an essential role.

While the PCC has specific behavior per product it is still expected to exhibit consistent behavior. Two main aspects are how it handles run-time contradictions (RTC) and how it deals with error situations. An RTC occurs when the print engine temporarily stops printing because it is out of resources. The printer controller is responsible to detect and report the RTC as early as possible and respond to situations according to an engine's capabilities. Errors can occur at any time during printing and can range from paper jams to engine errors. The printer controller must report the errors to the operator, stop printing until all errors are resolved and the print system has to recover from the error situation before resuming. Error recovery can consist of many steps and may require operator inputs to deal with the error.

Certain differences between products are so fundamental that the PCC must exhibit different behavior. For instance, the way print engines handle inputs can be by a print job or a print page. So variation points not only exist for specific communication but also for perceived behavior of the overall print system.

In the past four years four redesigns of PCC took place. PCC-1 was redeveloped from scratch entirely. PCC-2 reused part of the PCC-1 code base and was developed in parallel with PCC-1. PCC-3 reused the PCC-1 code base with additional features and was developed after PCC-1 had been completed. PCC-4 was developed based on SPLE principles and its intention was to accommodate all the commonalities of previous PCCs.

PCC-1 aimed to better define and separate the responsibilities of PCC from the rest of the controller software so that a dedicated team could work on it, without impacting other subsystems too much. The introduction of a new printer family instigated the PCC-2 and PCC-3 redesigns. It was decided to keep the main PCC structure intact. There were two reasons for this decision. Firstly, architects thought that a different architecture redesign would not meet the product release time frame. Secondly, there was an inertia to move to SPLE.

Shortly after work had started on PCC-3, two crucial events happened. Firstly the business priorities and market focus changed. Secondly, the approach to redesign the software for reuse only added to the complexity of the component and that in turn had severe implications on its maintainability. So it was decided to start a fourth, major redesign of PCC (i.e. PCC-4). The business driver in the PCC-4 redevelopment was to support a product line to lower the recurring costs of maintenance and to support new product features. By this time, the inertia and the mindset towards SPLE had changed. This latest redesign employs SPLE principles. It has centered on four major concepts.

1. A new interface was introduced between PCC and its external components so that there is uniformity in their communication.
2. Explicit variation points were created in all areas within PCC where different products need them.
3. The existing module test framework was replaced by a fine-grained unit test environment.
4. The scripting of runtime contradictions was enabled using a scripting language. Experience showed that adding an RTC to the existing PCC costs too much as a common variation point.

This SPLE initiative to redesign PCC was taken by an engineering team in a self-directing manner, endorsed by management. However, the resulting architectural design may also erode as time progresses, especially when architectural design governance with a mid-term or long term focus is absent. In order for SPLE to gain traction, it is necessary to understand the fundamental issues such as cost-benefits and other tensions that contribute to the inertia to change. This is where knowledge sharing about costs and benefits of such an approach come into play.

3. Costs and Benefits of a Domain Specific SPL

The inertia to adopting SPLE can be attributed to many reasons, one of which is the lack of understanding of the benefits that SPLE can provide. So it is necessary to analyze (a) the potential benefits of using SPLE; (b) the way we could measure, predict and justify which parts of the software developed under SPLE would yield a positive ROI; (c) implications on extending and sustaining SPL architecture governance.

There are different methods to compute the cost-benefits for SPL, all of these methods consider SPL in terms of its product life-cycle [3-5]. The general idea amongst these metrics is similar. All of them consider a common software platform that can be reused many times in different products. Then there is a part which is unique to individual products and its redevelopment is unavoidable. A discussion of these related works is in Section 6. For now, we assume to use the Structured Intuitive Model for Product Line Economics (SIMPLE) [6].

The SIMPLE model splits software product line development costs into four basic cost functions: (a) Organizational costs are the costs of reorganizing teams and adapting the development process to SPLE; (b) Core-Asset Base (CAB) is the cost of developing the reusable core asset or framework; (c) Unique cost is the cost for developing unique features in a product to work with CAB; (d) cost of reuse is the cost to check if and which CAB works, the tailoring of CAB for reuse, additional testing costs and the learning curve etc.

In our case, we see that a reactive investment approach has been taken where assets are built incrementally without key strategies to building an SPL architecture [7]. There was no organization dedicated to SPL design and development, therefore the organization cost cannot be measured. However, we can measure CAB costs, unique costs and reuse costs. These are discussed in Section 3.1. In addition to the costs of building the software, there are other costs and benefits that are important to an SPL implementation: ease of maintaining software, time-to-market and the
software quality. McGregor describes some of these factors in [8]. We report on these aspects in Sections 3.2.4.

3.1 Software Refactoring Cost

The redesign of PCC-1 and PCC-2 took place in the context of their own respective projects. In both cases, the controller development was seen as part of that project. The two projects had separate designers who made their own design decisions without mutual software. Reconciling these design differences to come up with a general PCC was impossible. When it came to point where a common platform to support future products is needed, none of the existing software can fulfill that. A totally new redesign was required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Core-asset Base</th>
<th>Unique Cost</th>
<th>Reuse Cost</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCC-1</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCC-4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. SIMPLE relative Costs of PCC developments

In PCC-4 development to cater for all previous PCC functions, the SPL principles were used, and the separation of responsibilities of common and variable functions is clear. Table 1 shows the relative cost of the implementation of PCC-4, compared to PCC-1. The cost unit in Table 1 is expressed relative to PCC-1 total development cost, i.e. 100 point as the basis. PCC-4 has a much lower development cost. No doubt, some experiences had been gained from the previous three rounds of design that partly explains the reduction in PCC-4 development costs. It is also true that careful architecture planning and redesign has created a more elegant software design, which lowers the cost of programming and testing, and has lowered the total cost of PCC-4 development.

The development history of PCC shows that long-term architecture planning can be a worthwhile investment. Such investments in SPL architecture design can only be coordinated at the management level, and guided by an architectural board with architectural governance.

3.2 Software Maintenance Cost

At least two factors make software maintenance cost for the latest PCC design lower than that of its predecessors. The internal design is refined further into functionally independent modules. Moreover, this internal structure is strictly enforced by placing interfaces between the separate modules. Because of this, bugs can mostly be localized and fixed within a single module.

3.3 Time-to-Market

In implementing one typical feature for a printer product using PCC-4, it was found that the development time took 50% as compared to the development time of the same feature using PCC-1. Because these features can be added and tested as plugins without touching the PCC framework or other plugins, a shorter time-to-market to deliver new product features can be achieved.

3.4 Software Quality

The finer subdivision of PCC in modules and the introduction of internal interfaces made PCC much easier to test. The generic framework and product specific plugins can be tested separately. Since tests are easier to develop, more tests are developed to achieve better test coverage.

4. Tensions in Migrating to SPL

The decisions on the software development processes are made primarily by software (SW) management, explicitly or implicitly, and these decisions have profound influence on the efficiency and the quality of software products over time. As shown in this industry case, software reuse as a standalone directive is inadequate. Architects and engineers who were under pressure to deliver products in a sprint would choose to deliver short-term product needs instead of the long-term product needs as our example has shown. This is a tension in which SW management must play a role in resolving. In order to understand the forces that influence PL implementation in a case such as this, we show the causal relationships between software management, software architecture and its outcomes (Figure 1).

A software management strategy influences the development methodology such as the use of agile development and the process of architectural planning. Agile development process focuses on immediate implementation and that affects, mostly implicitly, architecture planning and design that is about long-term planning of software implementation.

Software management and architectural council influence roadmaps planning where software reuse strategy and software flexibility to adopt new features are a part of. If the SW management strategies for SPL are presented, and architectural principles for reuse are maintained, the system and software architecture realization would be the result of the planned activities rather than happenstance. This relationship hints at the maturity of software reuse in an organization, whether it is taking an opportunistic approach or a systematic approach [4].

A well designed architecture is important to SPL because the way a software system is structured influences how software variability can be catered for. A good SPL architecture design can contribute positively to reducing refactoring cost, reducing maintenance cost, and improving the time-to-market and software quality [9]. The reverse can also be true where poorly designed architecture does not provide these benefits. These potential benefits need to be balanced with the costs of realizing the SPL architecture. However, such knowledge to help justify and make the decisions is often unavailable, especially when the industry domain is specific and unique.

As Océ manufactures more printer products for different markets, sharing the code-base for common product features becomes more important. The redevelopment of PCC in a SPL fashion is a natural progression. However, a number of tensions exist in the current culture and development process that inhibit the SPL initiative. In this section, we examine the different tensions using the causal relationships model in Figure 1.
4.1 Sprinting to Software Implementation

Océ Technologies uses the agile development process in which teams of developers make increments every eight weeks (with sprints of 2 weeks) to deliver software products. Designers and developers take pride in their success on delivering the required product features at the end of each sprint. This practice focuses on reaching the targets of each sprint, the reuse strategy is adversely influenced by this dominating force.

Naturally, designers and developers scavenge existing software for reuse because they are familiar with the existing software and can estimate how and how much to adapt existing software in a new product. Overtime, any reusable architecture feature can be eroded as ad-hoc modifications are made to the software.

The habits of achieving short-term goals and doing things quickly with what can be conveniently used would be so entrenched in the development culture that it may have priority over alternative long-term solutions where major architectural redesign is required.

4.2 Architecture Planning and Software Implementation

Océ Technologies has set up a program and an architectural council to manage software reuse. Such initiatives have not been entirely successful as evidenced by the PCC example. There are tensions why this might be the case.

Firstly, a tension exists between the top-down architectural design approach and the bottom-up development approach. From the top down, architectural design at Océ currently stops short at defining the behavior and the interfaces of and between subsystems, architects loose in-depth implementation knowledge. From the bottom-up, developers have the freedom to carry out the detailed design and the implementation. The development of a SPL architecture requires the architects to have a long-term vision to create software structures that are reusable. The architects must also have in-depth knowledge of the software components to design the system structures and their interfaces so that the architecture platform is reusable. With this top-down design, some of the freedom that developers currently have would be taken away.

Secondly, implementing non-functional requirements such as modifiability and flexibility requires a long-term vision of a software product. It also requires architectural governance to ensure its successful implementation.

SPL architecture design cannot be planned at the implementation level as each implementation team focuses on local features and functions. The design for non-functional requirements that overarches a system must be exercised and coordinated at the architectural level. It has created a tension with agile development method where long-term planning clashes with short-term implementation demands.

On the other hand, some designers and developers can be visionary and see opportunity for software improvements and they seize that opportunity, as the agile development process encourages.

4.3 Reusing Legacy Software

When there is a complete set of legacy software that works for the existing products, it is difficult to justify why a new SPL architecture is a good idea, especially when deadlines are looming. Even though SW management and designers agree that SPL is a nice idea, there is an inertia to redevelop working software. Management is concerned with managing the costs, benefits and the risks of change. Why change what already works, and face uncertainties that SPL may not deliver the benefits. Sufficient justifications are required to support such a business case. At the technical level, a concern is the scope of the change, i.e. what must be redesigned; another concern is the impact of a SPL architectural design on the rest of system. How much software needs to be redeveloped? The tension is about why change is needed.

4.4 Knowledge of Costs and Benefits

SPL architecture development is a long term investment. The technical soundness and feasibility of such an endeavor is often challenged in terms of the potential benefits that it may bring. An organization that is starting with SPL may know its current costs, but the future benefits can be difficult to quantify. These tensions can inhibit a software organization to make sound decisions in adopting SPL.

4.5 It Is About Knowledge

The tensions to transit from a legacy process to a SPL process exist primarily because important knowledge is lacking and the knowledge is not communicated between the right parties. At the technical level, architects and designers need to be aware of SPL principles and if those principles are applicable and beneficial to their existing software products. On the other hand, SW management needs to know the technical feasibility of software changes and their potential ROI. SW management also needs to learn about managing SPL and how SPL impacts the architecture design, the current development organization and the existing engineering programs.

5. Dual Level Knowledge Sharing in SPLE

We suggest that sharing appropriate knowledge at the right time between the technical and SW management staff can alleviate some of the tensions during SPL migration. This is an iterative and incremental process where knowledge is exchanged in a feedback loop (see Figure 2). In the exchange, SW management benefits from the technical inputs, and, on the other hand, technical staff receives directives from well-considered SW management decisions and can work in an environment that is conducive to SPL architecture planning.

5.1 Justifying SPL Costs and Benefits

One challenge of migrating to SPL is to systematically explore opportunities to improve software reuse. The opportunistic approach of stumbling across the “low-hanging fruits” of software reuse is not sustainable as a business model. SW management needs facts to systematically justify and implement SPL reengineering.

In section 3, we have illustrated the cost savings of PCC implementation and its potential productivity gains. Further development and maintenance of a SPL architecture platform requires budget allocation. The costs of SPL adoption are represented by the SIMPLE model:

- Organizational cost ($C_{org}$) – maintain a team or a group of architects and developers to support this initiative.
- Reuse cost – the current reuse cost of this case study is calculated based on designers and developers who have been involved in the development of the CAB.
- These two costs can now be estimated but more data are required to improve their accuracy. With the initial success, SW management would need to maintain the foothold that has been gained and extend such gain to other potentially beneficial areas.
- If an incremental SPL approach is taken to migrate the legacy software to a SPL platform, a collaborative process between SW management, architects and developers to make an objective assessment of the ROI is required. The engineers,
designers and architects can present SPL opportunities and technical assessments for management's considerations. SW management needs to have in-depth understanding of the short-term and long-term costs and benefits of each SPL migration.

Such a balance is about the cost of implementing an upcoming product release and the long-term benefits that may be gained if a SPL architecture is used. When implementing certain software feature, it may be possible to align these two objectives or to "kill two birds with one stone": If the cost of implementing a legacy solution is $C_{\text{UNIQUE}}$ and the cost of implementing a SPL solution to achieve the same requirement is $(C_{\text{UNIQUE}} + C_{\text{CAB}})$, then the question is how much can $(C_{\text{UNIQUE}} + C_{\text{CAB}})$ exceed $C_{\text{UNIQUE}}$ before we decide to choose a SPL design. This question is not applicable if $C_{\text{UNIQUE}}$ has a higher or equal cost to $(C_{\text{UNIQUE}} + C_{\text{CAB}})$ because one would then choose a SPL solution.

The answer to this question depends on knowing a few factors: (a) the cost difference of software refactoring, using the SIMPLE model in this case, and the amount of reuse of this SPL architecture in the future as a basis of calculating the ROI, the time frame used in the estimation should not be unrealistically short or long; (b) the maintenance cost improvements from the SPL architecture design; (c) the time-to-market factor, that is if the company has to react to market competition quickly, what would be the opportunity cost of not having this SPL architecture; (d) improvements in software quality.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of these factors in terms of continuing with the legacy software or migrating to a SPL platform. A migration to SPL would require additional development cost, it has a negatively (-ve) impact on investment, whereas legacy software requires no new investment and so it is neutral. We have found that the SPL implementation (PCC-4) has positive (+ve) impacts on future refactoring cost, maintenance cost, time-to-market and software quality. When this is compared to PCC-1, all these aspects are either negative (-ve) or neutral (neu).

5.2 SPL Architecture Planning Discipline

There are different approaches in architectural implementation: the revision approach is to reengineer the entire architecture; the reactive approach is to reengineer an architecture when opportunity arises; the proactive approach is to investigate the potential gains of SPL and prioritize the reengineering.

Which approach to take depends on the situation, whilst a revolutionary approach may be suitable for start-up product lines, it would be costly and risky when legacy software are in place and all of them are reengineered at the same time. A reactive approach is dictated by the circumstances. It relies on opportunities showing up by themselves. As in our case, if the resource and the market situations were different, the opportunity of reengineering PCC-4 might not have been present. So a reactive approach does not provide the company the timely competitive edge that it can gain from SPL.

The proactive approach requires investments in a SPL architecture organization to do planning and scoping. Architects should actively analyze the commonalities and variability of past, existing and future products to seek improvements. Then decisions need to be made as to which part of the system (i.e. scoping) can be implemented in a SPL to gain the benefits. The cost of the SPL architecture investigation represents the startup and organization investment.

The planning and execution of any SPL architecture approach requires SW management commitment and architecture planning and governance. SW management must have a strategic plan on what it intends to invest and why. This knowledge must be communicated to the technical staff to align expectations and objectives. Architects must ensure that reducing cost and improving software reusability, time-to-market and high software quality are the goals in the strategic plan. The architecture roadmaps and architecture design must be aligned, investigated and updated to reflect what and how these goals can be achieved.

5.3 Adapting SPL to Agile Development Culture

The tension between SPL architecture planning and the agile development method is about the freedom of making decisions and by whom. SPL architecture constrains, to a certain extent, how developers can implement software. Innovative developers typically do not want those constraints. We suggest that this tension can be eased if the reasons of the SPL architecture design are communicated clearly.

Although SPL architecture design is a top-down approach, sharing design rationale is an important avenue to gain the trust and buy-in from developers. Under a SPL architecture framework, the innovative forces of the developers can continue to work. Developers should be encouraged to explore and strengthen SPL opportunities. The additional contributions to improving the SPL architecture design and the economics of development is a shift from merely delivering to the short-term goals. It requires devel-
operators to think about the long-term benefits their work would bring to the organization.

6. Related Work

Software reuse in specific domains, or SPL, has been studied for a long time. It is well recognized that software architecture is an important consideration in SPL. Successful SPL implementations have been reported. For instance, HP’s Owen approach is reported to have been successful in the inkjet product family [9, 11]. In the last 10 years, whilst staff has grown by a factor of 5, the code-base has increased 10 folds and the number of products per year increased 7 folds. This productivity gain is attributed to SPL. HP’s success is a result of the engineering ingenuity, architecture design as well as good management of the engineering process.

A scavenger approach [12] is obviously not the most effective method for planning software reuse. Kircher et al [13] suggest that no strong rules can be derived from the success stories in SPL yet. They believed that managers should shape the organization whilst the software engineers recognize the need to change. This view is also shared by us in terms of the collaboration through knowledge exchange in the feedback loop. A particular area of interest is how agile development process works with SPL since Ocê Technologies has adopted this development method and its culture is entrenched in it.

The fundamental philosophy of these two approaches is opposite to each other. The terms of reference in agile is short versus SPL’s long-term investments in software asset development. The motivations of the developers, architects, and management are also different under these models. A challenge to the migration from legacy system to SPL lies in the reconciliation of these two methods. A suggestion is to strengthen architectural practice to mitigate the differences [14]. Another suggestion is to emphasize the commonalities of the two approach: collaboration, changing requirements and maximizing outputs [15]. A further suggestion is to adopt organizational and management changes in a coordinated way to handle the changing environment [2].

The eventual success of a SPL implementation is measured by the benefits it delivers. There are a number of economic models to address this issue. Boehm et al. suggested the Constructive Product Line Investment Model (COPILIM). The model measures initial development cost and the annualized post-development life cycle, the calculation requires estimating the number of lines of code [3]. The SIMPLE model proposed by Clements et al. classifies SPL costs into organization, core asset, reuse and unique costs. By measuring the costs of setting up SPL organization and constructing core assets, and measuring the benefits that result from it, they work out the ROI [6, 16]. We find that this economic model can measure the data that we are able to collect and so we choose to use it. In addition to a quantitative economic model, we need to also consider time-to-market and quality. There are suggestions in [8] about a qualitative analysis method that evaluates the costs and benefits based on qualitative information.

7. Conclusions

In a recent industry case, we report and analyze the costs and benefits of a successful SPL reengineering of a major architecture component. From the analysis, we recognize that there are multiple tensions that restrict an organization from embracing SPL. The choice of continuing with the existing software development approach or moving towards SPL is multi-faceted. It is concerned with the approach to software reuse – opportunistic or systematic; the organizational approach to delivering software under the agile environment; the approach to architectural planning; and the benefit measurements for justifying change.

A transition to a SPL development environment requires technology and organizational changes. It requires coordinated efforts between SW management and technical staff. In view of the tensions, new knowledge such as architectural plans, costs and benefits must be gained and shared to help both groups to manage change. This paper discusses the sharing of essential knowledge to help SW management create a development environment conducive to innovations and long-term software reuse, and help technical staff align their design and innovations towards SPL.
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